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ABSTRACT

The Deep Space Network is responsible for the acquisition of in-situ science and
engineering measurements and navigation data from spacecraft whose missions are to
explore the Solar System. It must respond to new opportunities in the mission set
supported so as to maintain or enhance mission science value. The large capital investment
in such a Network mandates an evolutionary design approach wherein upgrades can be
effected at low cost, and if appropriate, on existing capability. The 64-Meter antenna
design, completed in 1963, is an example of this approach, in that it has permitted a
relatively low-cost upgrade which increases performance significantly. The technology
assessment was completed in 1975, and the option was exercised in 1986, when needed.
Several key characteristics of the DSN design approach, the costs to upgrade performance
over the past several decades, and some fundamental constraints on performance are
discussed. Finally, the specific 70-Meter upgrade task and resulting overall benefits to
Voyager-Neptune and the mission set are summarized.
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INTRODUCTION

NASA Deep Space Network Communications Complexes are located in California - USA,
near Canberra - Australia, and near Madrid - Spain. Each of these Complexes include



64-Meter, 34-Meter, and 26-meter (used for near-earth support) diameter antennas. This
global network provides near-continuous coverage for all deep space missions, and is
responsible for the acquisition of in-situ science and engineering measurements and
navigation data from spacecraft whose missions are to explore the Solar System. As a deep
space data acquisition instrument it must: 1) provide reliable, high-performance capability,
2) be able to adapt to changing objectives and new opportunities in the mission set
supported, so as to maintain or enhance mission science value, 3) maintain on-going
development to provide low-risk technology when needed, and 4) accomplish all of this at
affordable cost.

The large capital investment in such a Network mandates an evolutionary design approach,
hence the application of new technology and designs for new capability are somewhat
hostage to past design decisions. With some prudence, and the knowledge that the present
engineering team will continue to be the responsible party for a future capability additions,
DSN designers have a strong motivation to allow for efficient future upgrade of their
designs, consistent with near-term resource availability. This environment is not always
present in the present-day aerospace industry. The 64-Meter antenna design, completed in
1963, is a example of this approach, in that it has permitted a convenient, relatively low
cost future option to upgrade performance by extending its diameter, and incorporating
more efficient microwave optics in order to meet Voyager-Neptune needs, as well as
benefitting support of the future NASA mission set.

THE VOYAGER-NEPTUNE SCIENCE OPPORTUNITY

The increased range of Neptune will result in less than one-half the signal strength
compared to Voyager-Uranus encounter, and hence, the telemetry data rate would be
reduced by that ratio if the same ground communications configuration was used. The
science return would be clearly insufficient to characterize the Planet (Reference 1). To
achieve adequate performance at Uranus, the spacecraft data system had been
reprogrammed from earth to effect data compression and coding upgrades, and arraying
was extensively utilized in the DSN; at Neptune, the data rate shortfall for adequate
science has to be provided entirely by the ground stations. Science value for the relatively
long encounter periods characteristic of the large outer planets is driven more by the entire
ground aperture than by aperture at a single longitude Complex. However, to obtain the
maximum close-in science data, the encounter is timed to be covered by the the most
capable location during the several hours at closest approach.

There were several options in the ground system to achieve the needed global aperture at
X-Band (8.4 GHz): 1) additional 34-Meter DSN antennas, 2) additional non-DSN
apertures in array, 3) upgrade of the DSN 64-Meter antenna performance, and 4)
combinations of these. Option 4) was selected. Figure 1 summarizes the contributions of



each element in DSN Aperture Units (APU), a convenient unit for figure-of-merit (G/T)
comparison purposes. One APU is equivalent to the performance of a 1983 standard DSN
64-Meter antenna at 25K system temperature. Five ground Network APU’s were used at
Uranus, including an array with Parkes, a non-DSN radio astronomy antenna in Australia;
the number at Neptune must be over ten to achieve science objectives (Reference 2). Of
the additional five APU’s needed at encounter, 2.5 are provided by obtaining short-term
use of the NRAO Very Large Array in New Mexico, 1.7 by the 70-Meter upgrade, and .8
by other DSN upgrades.

SEVERAL KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SYSTEM DESIGN

A deep space communications systems objective is to provide a balanced flight-ground
design wherein high cost and complexity investments are located at the earth station where
they can serve many users reliably. Most elements of the earth station can also be
upgraded conveniently to incorporate new technology for enhancing system performance
to exploit new opportunities in on-going missions. This mode has been used to support
new requirements arising from many extended missions in the past. Examples are: 1) the
ICE comet mission, originally a near-earth spacecraft, which required high-power
transmitters and maser amplifiers at new frequencies, 2) the MVM73 Mercury re-
encounters which needed a specialized S-Band high-performance microwave subsystem
with less than 12K system temperature, and 3) Voyager-Uranus encounter which required
additional ground APU which was achieved through arraying.

APERTURE APU* NUMBER USED TOTAL

! DSN 70-METER 1.55 3 4.65

! NRAO-VLA 27 ANTENNA ARRAY 2.50 1 2.50

! PARKES, AUSTRALIA 64-METER 0.88 1 0.88

! DSN 34-METER HEF 0.35 3** 1.05

! DSN 34-METER STD 0.25 3 0.75

! ADDITIONAL DSN UPGRADES 0.45 — 0.45

!TOTAL APU..............................10.28

  *A 1983 64-METER DSN ANTENNA = 1 APU (50% X-BAND EFFICIENCY AND 25 K SYSTEM TEMPERATURE)
**A 34-METER HIGH EFFICIENCY (HEF) ANTENNA WAS ADDED IN MADRID IN 1987

Figure 1.  Equivalent G/T Aperture Units (APU) of Ground Antennas
for Voyager-Neptune Encounter



Modern channel coding results in error-rate performance that improves three orders of
magnitude over a one-half dB SNR increase. This necessitates tight link margin control
wherein every tenth of a dB performance is accounted. Ten percent (0.5 dB) increments in
ground station performance and hence, data rate, can add significantly to the science value
in a data-starved mission environment, which frequently characterize extended missions.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL LIMITS

The Deep Space telemetry capability, including spacecraft contributions, has increased
about 100 dB during the past 27 years. Figure 2 shows this capability curve normalized to
the Neptune range, and some of the major contributors to this growth. Major performance
increments have been effected in antenna size and arraying, system temperature, operating
frequency, and channel coding. There are still clear directions to go to increase
performance. It is interesting, but not altogether surprising, that the cost per dB
improvement per Subnet APU has remained fairly constant over the past 27 years. A
Subnet is three identical antennas, one at each Complex. As an example, in 1961, the
26-meter Subnet system temperature was upgraded from 1500K to 150K for about $800K,
effecting 0.083 APU in the Subnet. This is $4.4M/dB/Subnet APU, in 1987 dollars. The
70-meter upgrade results in $3.9M/dB/Subnet APU. Even though these costs are high, they
are still a small fraction of the cost of a spacecraft mission, and for the benefit of the
additional data returned.

Figure 2.  Telemetry Performance Upgrade History



Costs for new antenna aperture are proportional to about the 2.7 power of the diameter;
assuming a 70-Meter antenna now costs $60M, a 140-Meter antenna would cost over
$300M. For additional telemetry capability, arrays with elements of from 30 to 40-Meters
are usually lowest in cost (Reference 3); the 70-Meter upgrade is an exception. System
temperature of large operational antennas as low as 12 to 17K can be obtained; the lower
bound is hard-limited by the atmospheric/cosmic background of 6 to 8K. Present high
performance channel coding is within 4 dB of the Shannon limit; perhaps an additional
2 dB is the practical limit. However, spacecraft EIRP can be improved significantly by
using higher powers, larger antennas, and higher frequencies such as Ka-Band and optical
links; at higher frequencies however, antenna pointing accuracy becomes a significant task.
Arrayed receiving antennas and higher spacecraft EIRP appear to be the key options in
providing higher deep space telemetry performance in the future.

ANALYSIS OF THE 64-METER UPGRADE POTENTIAL

A study of the potential for upgrading the performance of the 64-Meter DSN antennas was
completed under the DSN Advanced Systems program in 1975 (Reference 4). Among the
upgrade parameters studied were the diameter, the illumination efficiency, and the surface
tolerance. The maximum diameter is constrained by weight, structural stiffness, wind
loading, and pointing capability. It was determined that acceptable performance could be
maintained at 70 meter diameter; pointing and wind loading degradation was significantly
higher at 72 meter diameter, and would affect potential future use at higher frequencies.
Beam pointing to better than .005 degrees (the X-Band beamwidth is about .03 degrees)
was predicted at wind velocities up to 15 meters/sec. This diameter increase would add
0.8 dB to performance.

The illumination efficiency of the 64-Meter antenna was constrained by limitations of a
shaped primary feed pattern design to provide simultaneously, uniform amplitude
illumination of the surface, and low side lobe and spill-over levels, which seriously
degrade antenna noise temperature. Studies showed that the newly available technology of
dual-shaped reflector surfaces, where phase and amplitude can be controlled over the
entire primary reflector, could be applied to this antenna with significant benefit. A G/T
performance improvement of about 1.5 db could result. As a side note, variations from a
parabolic shape on the main surface are as much as several cm near the periphery. Finally,
since the original surface was designed for high S-Band efficiency, improved surface
panels with less than 0.5 mm rms deviation could provide an additional 0.5 dB at X-Band.

The total estimated performance improvement potential for the 70-Meter upgrade was over
2.8 dB in the analysis study. The selected upgrades, together with the contingencies
needed to guarantee performance in an operational deliverable, scaled down the objectives
to 1.9 dB increase in performance; this was still quite significant (References 5 & 6).



Figure 3 shows the performance contributions of each of these upgrade parameters at-S
and X-Band. It also turns out that the 70-Meter upgrade adds 1.7 APU in the DSN at
considerably less cost than adding 34-Meter apertures (5 would be needed).

Figure 3.  Contributions of 70-Meter Upgrade Parameters at S- and X-Band

THE 70-METER UPGRADE TASK

As part of the 70-Meter upgrade decision, a major consideration was to provide the
necessary downtime for these modifications at the three DSN Complexes without seriously
impacting mission support. In the 1986-87 time period, a low activity window exists in the
need for critical support of on-going projects; fortunately, this time period was still well
ahead of the Voyager-Neptune encounter in August 1989. The average downtime per
antenna is 8 months, and there is a minimum of downtime overlap. The unfortunate Shuttle
hiatus further reduced downtime impact to supported missions. In addition, to minimize
antenna downtime, much of the structure is assembled on the ground before the antenna is
removed from service. Scheduled support for missions has been or is being provided by
other DSN antennas through this downtime period.



The specific upgrade tasks are as follows:

1. Extend the diameter to 70 meters. This requires the following:

a) Replace and extend the reflector outer radial ribs beyond the inner 34 meter
diameter.

b) Reinforce the inner 34 meter diameter reflector backup structure by welding
reinforcements to the existing steel members.

c) Reinforce the elevation wheel to support the necessary additional counterweight.

2. Fabricate and install new surface panels to a .5mm rms overall surface accuracy.

3. Fabricate and install a new larger, precision-machined (0.25mm), shaped subreflector,
and a new quadripod support structure.

4. Modify the microwave feed to a standard 22 dB horn.

As of June 1st, 1987, the Madrid upgrade has been completed, and the Canberra
modification is underway. A photograph of the Madrid antenna is shown in Figure 4. The
70-Meter antenna upgrade performance summary is shown in Figure 5.

MISSION BENEFITS

In summary, the benefits of this capability provide an increase in X-Band aperture
performance of 55% over a stand-alone 64-Meter antenna, 34% over the entire DSN, and
20% for the total Voyager-Neptune encounter ground aperture. Further, more
communications facilities will be available for project support, in that a single 70-Meter
will now have the capability of the three-antenna Complex array used previously; this will
be especially valuable for the upcoming Galileo Jupiter mission and the Magellan Venus
radar mapper mission. In addition, the Goldstone Solar System Radar detection capability
is improved by greater than a factor of two, and half again the number of celestial radio
sources will be available for VLBI navigation purposes. Finally, when the 70-Meter
antenna is upgraded to Ka-band (32 GHz) it will have even more telemetry capability than
the entire 30 antenna Goldstone-VLA X-Band array, and on a single structure.



Figure 4.  Madrid 70-Meter Antenna

! GAIN, Dbi......................................................................74.0

! TOTAL EFFICIENCY, %................................................66

! SYSTEM TEMPERATURE, K........................................21

! SURFACE RMS GAIN LIMIT FREQUENCY, GHz.......48

! POINTING ACCURACY AT...........................................0.004
    15 M/S WIND, DEG RMS

! MAXIMUM STOW WIND...............................................24
    VELOCITY, M/S

Figure 5.  Operational 70-Meter Antenna X-Band Performance Summary
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